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Defense Let 48 Hours Film Their Mock Trial, But the Verdict of the
Real Jury Didn't Turn Out the Same . . . WHAT WENT WRONG?
By Geri E. Sa,n, Esq., Ph.D.
CBS's 48 Hours recently covered a high-proﬁle Texas
murder case involving the death of Jessie Bardwell.
Defense aGorneys believed that allowing the defendant
to tell his story (i.e., that his girlfriend's death was an
accident) would lead to an acquiGal. To gauge jurors'
reac,on to the defendant's story, defense aGorneys
decided to put on a mock jury trial. They had never done
one before. The aGorneys conducted the mock trial on
their own, using a single panel of jurors. ANer brief delibera,ons, mock jurors unanimously
found the defendant not guilty.
Defense aGorneys used the jury research results to inform their trial strategy - deciding to put
the defendant on the stand at trial to tell his story. This ,me, however, the jury found the
defendant guilty of murder. He was sentenced to 50 years in prison.
How could mock jurors so clearly come out one way and the actual jury the exact opposite way?
There is, of course, no guarantee that a mock trial will duplicate a jury's ﬁndings. With that said,
what happened in the Bardwell case is a prototype of what NOT to do when conduc,ng jury
research.

Mock trials and focus groups provide a wealth of cri,cal case informa,on - not doing them is
akin to going into a jury trial blind (par,cularly these days given that your opposing counsel has
likely conducted jury research). But if the research is not conducted in a scien,ﬁcally sound
manner and if the data is not analyzed accurately, the mock trial may not only be worthless - it
may be ﬂat-out misleading!
Experimenter Eﬀects
The Bardwell aGorneys conducted their own mock trial. This can create what those of us in the
social science world call Demand Characteris,cs. Essen,ally, aGorneys go into a mock trial with
a certain goal (e.g., to have jurors ﬁnd the defendant not guilty). Throughout the mock trial,
jurors are likely to form an interpreta,on of this goal and change their behavior to ﬁt with that
goal (e.g., unanimously ﬁnding the defendant not guilty). The very short and uninforma,ve juror
delibera,ons in the Bardwell case speak to the likelihood of demand characteris,cs being at
play. Jurors - whether consciously or unconsciously - were likely inﬂuenced by the defense
aGorneys' desired outcome.
The Bardwell mock trial may have also suﬀered from a related (but equally damaging)
phenomenon: the observer-expectancy eﬀect. AGorneys involved in a trial invariably have
beliefs about the process and outcome of li,ga,on. Every single trial we have worked on
includes at least one document/email, key witness, thema,c point, or jury instruc,on that the
trial team is convinced will drive the case outcome. These predisposed viewpoints turn into
what is known as Cogni,ve Biases, which can and (if not controlled for by an independent
consultant) subconsciously inﬂuence mock jurors. Neutrality is nearly impossible if not properly
veGed for in advance of and during a mock trial.
Recruitment and Sample Size Problems
Although 48 Hours did not cover the juror recruitment methods used by the Bardwell defense
aGorneys, I suspect this may have been part of the problem. Juror recruitment can be very
damaging to mock trial results if not controlled properly. I've heard too many aGorneys tell me
they mock-try cases before "co-workers," "family and friends," or even "people pulled oﬀ the
street." There is no doubt that the use of Convenience Samples of par,cipants is fast,
inexpensive, and easily accessible. However, there is a price to pay for this lack of recruitment
eﬀort: convenience samples are almost assuredly not representa,ve of the popula,on of eligible
jurors who will be subpoenaed for jury duty. If all of your co-workers have the same view on
damages caps, asking them to decide a personal injury case tells you virtually nothing about how
people in the jurisdic,on will award damages. Same goes for pulling people oﬀ the street - all of
these people may be in a certain part of town for the same reason (e.g., socioeconomic status,
aGending an event, etc.).
The Bardwell mock trial also suﬀered from the number of jurors used (or lack thereof). The
defense aGorneys used a single panel of mock jurors. It is simply impossible and quite risky to
make conclusions about how jurors in a venue will decide a case based on a single sample of
par,cipants. What if this group of jurors was uniquely pro-defense? What if there was a strong
juror in the room who commandeered delibera,ons? What if this group of jurors misread the
verdict form? To aGain predic,ve case results (and to conduct other cri,cal sta,s,cal analyses,
like juror proﬁling), a larger sample size involving mul,ple delibera,on groups is an absolute
necessity.

The Problem with Relying on Verdicts
One of the key missteps by the Bardwell defense team was trea,ng the mock jury verdict as the
Holy Grail of li,ga,on. Sure, it is nice to be able to give yourself a pat on the back for winning a
mock trial, but a unanimously pro-defense verdict is virtually worthless to a defense team
preparing for trial. From my perspec,ve, as a trial consultant, jurors' verdicts are of liGle (if any)
importance to a mock trial.
The point of jury research should be to unearth the PROBLEMS with a case and to come up with
strategies and solu,ons to combat those problems before trial. Which themes are not
resona,ng with jurors? Which pieces of evidence are damaging to my case? What don't jurors
understand about the facts/law? Which witnesses are helpful and hurdul to my case? Do jurors
understand and properly interpret the jury instruc,ons and verdict forms? Are my
demonstra,ve aids eﬀec,ve? Which juror types/groups are problema,c in jury selec,on? Etc.
Each of the above-ques,ons should always be followed by WHY? Why is this witness perceived
as not credible? Why do jurors ﬁnd this piece of evidence damaging to my case? Why don't
jurors understand this jury instruc,on? Why are jurors with this prior life experience or preexis,ng bias a dangerous group in the delibera,on room?
By focusing only on the boGom line, the Bardwell defense aGorneys missed a wealth of cri,cal
juror intelligence that could have been derived from their mock trial.
How Do We Fix These Problems?
The above-problems are likely the ,p of the iceberg in terms of the Bardwell mock trial (and
other DIY jury research projects). But, they are a great jumping oﬀ point for discussion on how
to execute a sound, reliable mock trial.
As to experimenter eﬀects, my best advice is to avoid them completely. We've already discussed
the dangers of D-I-Y Jury Research (Doing It Yourself) in a previous blog post. But, the main
takeaway is that independent trial consultants are a must in terms of designing, running, and
analyzing the results of a mock trial. DIY jury research threatens the internal validity of a study
(a fancy way of saying, the extent to which the study ﬁndings can be relied upon). And, if you
can't trust the accuracy of a mock trial, why do it at all?
When it comes to juror recruitment, the goal is to randomize the recruitment process as much
as possible and to make it all-inclusive. Mul,ple recruitment procedures and sources should be
used (none of which should be a market research ﬁrm - these ﬁrms generally recycle what we in
the industry call "professional mock jurors"). The second goal is to piece together a mosaic of
jury-eligible ci,zens who properly reﬂect the key demographics of the venue in which the case is
set to be tried. These jurors must reﬂect diﬀerent ages, socioeconomic statuses,
races/ethnici,es, levels of educa,on, poli,cal party aﬃlia,ons, occupa,ons, etc. Each juror
must be prescreened using unbiased cogni,ve-based ques,oning for eligibility and psychosocial
appropriateness for jury duty. I realize that this is all quite detailed and ,me-consuming - which
is precisely why we have an in-house juror recruitment department.
Sample size is a tricky issue (at least from a budgetary standpoint). More mock jurors and more
delibera,on groups mean more expense for your trial team and client. But they also mean more
accuracy and precision. Using small sample sizes can provide a trial team with important

qualita,ve juror feedback, insights, and results. However, these results are not necessarily
predic,ve of case outcome. To aGain quan,ta,vely signiﬁcant results (e.g., developing juror
proﬁles for voir dire, providing reliable forecasts of liability and case value, etc.), it is impera,ve
that a large number of jurors, stra,ﬁed into diﬀerent delibera,on groups, are used in the mock
trial.
Finally, let's readdress misplaced focus on mock jury verdicts (par,cularly favorable ones). As a
trial consultant, I oNen tell clients that a successful mock trial should be a "worst case scenario" to see the good, the bad, and the ugly in terms of what might happen at trial. And, in aGaining
that goal, jurors' ahtudinal, perceptual, and decision-based viewpoints must be unearthed at
every juncture of the mock trial (before, during, and aNer case presenta,ons and delibera,ons).
This is the cri,cal case informa,on. From the moment a juror walks into a mock courtroom, they
should be polled, surveyed, and ques,oned using research-tested psychometric measures
designed to elicit juror informa,on in an unbiased and neutral way.
Ok, ok. I realize I may have lost you at this point (too many years of graduate sta,s,cs courses).
But, the takeaway is simple. A mock trial is of incomparable value to a trial team - IF and WHEN
conducted and analyzed correctly. Mock trials are not what you see voluntary bar associa,ons
put on via CLEs and trial skills workshops. They are not what private aGorneys put on before
family, friends, and co-workers. They are scien,ﬁc jury research studies performed by
specialized PhDs and legal experts who use psychology, the law, sta,s,cs, and human behavior
to create winning trial strategies, reliable jury verdicts, and predic,ve case valua,on proﬁles.

Focus Li,ga,on Consul,ng, LLC is a na,onal jury research and trial consul,ng ﬁrm with decades
of experience assis,ng legal and corporate clients with mock trials, focus groups, jury selec,on,
community ahtude and change of venue surveys, case strategy and theme development, and
witness prepara,on on thousands of civil and criminal cases across the country.
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